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Direct Hire Search
By working in partnership with our Clients,

we provide highly skilled professionals for

subject matter expert and leadership roles

on a direct-hire basis, thereby saving our

Clients valuable time and money while

they concentrate on the growth and

development of their business.

Consulting & Temporary
Whether you are looking for a candidate

on a consulting basis or are

considering taking on temporary staff to

aid your business, Career Evolutions is

able to provide experienced, skilled and

vetted individuals who are expertly

matched to suit your recruitment

needs.Learn more

The No. 1 Thing People Get
Wrong About Networking:

By Anish Majumdar

Few situations have as much power to set eyes
rolling as a networking event does.

Oh God, no! Hours of schmoozing people I don’t
know, all for the sake of collecting business
cards and LinkedIn information. Count me out!

But here’s what people get wrong about
networking: It’s not about forcing relationships
with strangers. It’s about deepening
relationships with the people you already know.

The average American has 634 people in their
overall network, according to Pew Research
Center. Here’s how to enlist their help:

1. Identify Your Goal
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Resume Services
Julie works with you, rather than

just for you to enhance your resume. We

help you focus on your career objectives,

and clearly and concisely state your

experience and skills in a manner that

highlights you as a valuable addition to

the targeted company. 
 

Contact Julie Kaijser for a free resume

critique. Learn more

Career Coaching
By: Christian Kaijser

 
Answering the question: “How do you

spend your time off?”
 

Recommendation: Don't be afraid to

mention family, and recreational activities

that relate to the culture of where you are.

In Arizona, hiking, biking, or swiming. You

might mention the symphony or concerts

if you live in an area where this is popular.

Your statement should not be a tell-all,

just enough to show the interviewer that

you are stable, well-rounded, and have

your priorities in order. "I usually just

hang out at the bars" shows lack of

ambition or meaningful social life. This is

your chance to paint yourself in the best

light possible.

Links We Love: Networking Your Way to a New
Job

By The Daily Muse Editor
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People always say it's all about who you know when it comes to getting a job. And while
there are many other things that come into play, knowing the right people certainly

doesn't hurt in nailing a new position.

So if you're looking for a new job—or are just looking to expand your network—check out
these great tips from around the web.

Try these tips for taking full advantage of online networking . (The Grindstone)

Continue Reading

Resume Tips

By Julie Kaijser

When writing your resume for a job

search, the natural inclination is to focus

on you and what you have done. Seems

like the natural thing to do, but the focus

isn’t right. You want to focus on your

target audience, those people who will be

reading your resume and whom you’d like

to meet. As you read through potential job

descriptions, make note of the common

requirements, cultural elements, and

special skill sets. You will begin to see a

pattern and it will tell you what needs to

be added or better emphasized in your

resume. Of course you are the star of your

own resume, but don’t make yourself the

audience too.
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